The optimal attitude estimate is often defined as the solution to a minimization problem. When the objective function of the minimization problem is quadratic in the attitude matrix or equivalently quartic in the attitude quaternion, for example, in GPS attitude determination, gradient-based iterative algorithms are usually used, which can only find the local minimizer. A novel numerical method is presented that is guaranteed to find the global minimizer of the minimization problem. It first finds all the stationary points of the minimization problem by solving the polynomial equations satisfied by the stationary points using the homotopy continuation based solver and then chooses the global minimizer from them. Two numerical examples are used to show the viability of the method for attitude estimation.
I. Introduction
Attitude estimation is the process of determining the orientation of the body frame of a vehicle with respect to some reference frame. The attitude is not directly measured but needs to be inferred from directional or angular measurements. Given a set of vector and/or direction cosine observations, the optimal attitude estimate is usually determined as the solution to a minimization problem, formulated based on the least-squares 1 or maximum likelihood estimation principle. 2 The resultant objective function of the minimization problem is quadratic in the residuals. The minimization problem is subject to one or more equality constraints if redundant attitude representations such as the attitude quaternion and the attitude matrix are used. For example, the attitude quaternion needs to be of unity norm and the attitude matrix needs to be a proper orthogonal matrix.
3 Three-parameter attitude parameters such as the Euler angles, Rodrigues parameters, and modified Rodrigues parameters are not subject to constraints, but are singular or discontinuous at some attitudes.
3 They are therefore not as widely used in three-axis attitude estimation as the attitude quaternion or the attitude matrix.
Example minimization problems for attitude estimation include the Wahba problem 1, 2, 4-6 and the GPS attitude determination problem (with resolved integer ambiguity). [7] [8] [9] The former determines the attitude from vector observations; the latter determine the attitude from direction cosine measurements. The Wahba problem uses special weighting matrices in the objective function. As a result, its objective function only linearly depends on the attitude matrix and it has closed-form solutions based on the singular value decomposition 5 or eigenvalue/eigenvector decomposition. 4 The GPS attitude determination problem, whose objective function is quadratic in the attitude matrix and quartic in the attitude quaternion except for very special cases, does not have closed-form exact solutions. Closed-form solutions for a transformed problem that is equivalent to the Wahba problem are possible.
7 Gradient-based iterative methods are usually used to solve such problems. 8, 9 However, these methods are not guaranteed to find the global minimum and their performances depend on the initial attitude guess. This paper presents a novel method for the minimization problems whose irreducible objective functions are quadratic in the attitude matrix or equivalently quartic in the attitude quaternion. The basic idea of the method is to 1) find all the stationary points of the minimization problem and 2) choose the global minimizer
The noise in the direction cosine observation model is assumed to be zero-mean and variance σ 2 ij :
Maximum likelihood estimation is widely used in attitude estimation. 16 To apply maximum likelihood estimation, the probability distributions of the noise terms need to be known. They are usually assumed to be Gaussian. Under the Gaussian assumption, it can be shown that the log-likelihood functions for the two observation models are quadratic in (b i − Ar i ) and
, respectively. The optimal attitude estimate in the maximum likelihood sense is therefore the solution to the optimization problem with objective function quadratic in the residuals
B. Wahba Problem
The Wahba problem is to determine the optimal attitude from vector observations. The objective function is of the form
where W i are the weighting matrices and n v is the number of vector observations. The expanded form of the objective function is given by
with the quadratic term in A r
The Wahba problem makes an assumption about the weighting matrices W i that leads to the closed-form solution of the problem. It is assumed that W i are the 3 × 3 identity matrix up to a scalar, given by
where the variance σ 2 i is the single parameter used to characterize the statistical properties of υ υ υ i in the unit vector observation model. With this special form of W i ,
That is, r T i A T W i Ar i no longer depend on A. The objective function is now linear in A and can be written as
where the 3 × 3 B matrix is known as the attitude profile matrix, given by
A closed-form solution to the Wahba problem is based on the singular value decomposition of B, given by
where S is a diagonal matrix, and U and V are orthogonal matrices satisfying
The optimal attitudeÂ is then given by
This singular value decomposition solution is considered closed-form because robust and accurate generalpurpose numerical routines are available for the singular value decomposition. Another closed-form solution to the Wahba problem is based on the quaternion parameterization of the attitude matrix and eigenvalue/eigenvector decomposition. 4 The attitude quaternion q = [q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 ] T is related to the attitude matrix by
The attitude quaternion always satisfies q T q = q 
with l ≥ 1 an integer and L an arbitrary function of q is identical to Eq. (16) . Because the objective function is linear in A and A is quadratic in q, the objective function is equivalent to a quadratic form in q, given by
with
where
The optimal attitude quaternionq is the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the 4 × 4 K matrix.
4, 6
C. GPS Attitude Determination GPS attitude determination is based on the direction cosine observation model. It is assumed that the integer ambiguities in the carrier wave phase measurements have been resolved. Compared with the Wahba problem, GPS attitude determination does not have closed-form solutions except for very special cases that reduce to the Wahba problem. The objective function for GPS attitude determination is given by
where w ij = 1/σ In general, the problem is solved using gradient-based method, which depends on an initial guess. 
D. Weighted Orthogonal Procrustes Problem
Both the Wahba problem and the GPS attitude determination problem are related to the weighted orthogonal Procrustes problem. The objective of the problem is to find an orthogonal matrix that minimizes the following objective function:
where · F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix and B, C, and D are matrices of appropriate dimensions. Note that B, C, and D are not necessarily square matrices. While the orthogonal Procrustes problem is not limited to three-dimensional orthogonal matrices, the orthogonal matrix in this paper is always threedimensional with determinant +1, that is, an attitude matrix. The objective function can be rewritten as
The objective function is quadratic in A except for the following special cases: When CC T = I 3×3 ,
Comparing these results with Eq. (10), we can see that they are equivalent to the Wahba problem and thus have closed-form solution as well with B = B T D, B = DC T , and B = D, respectively. In general, however, the weighted orthogonal Procrustes problem does not have closed-form solution.
E. General Minimization Problem in Attitude Estimation
The minimization problems reviewed in the previous subsections can be written in a standard form, given by
where N is the number of observations.
For the Wahba problem, even if W is not the identity matrix up to a scalar, the objective function can be rewritten as
where √ W i is the square root of W i , satisfying
The new form of the objective function is consistent with Eq. (27) with
If W i = W , the objective function can be written in a more compact form, given by
For the GPS attitude determination problem, the objective function can be rewritten as
It is consistent with Eq. (27) with
If the weights w ij can be written as w ij = w i w j , that is, there exists two vectors w b and w r that satisfy
the objective function can be written in a more compact form, given by
III. Solution to Minimization Problems in Attitude Estimation
Expanding the general objective function in Eq. (27) gives
Because the last term does not depend on A, the objective function is equivalent to
which will be used in the development of the solution.
A. General Solution
The objective of the solution is to find the global minimum of the minimization problem. One issue needs to be handled in attitude estimation is attitude parameterization. Many attitude representations exist. Three-parameter attitude representations are not used because the singularity issues cannot be avoided in global attitude estimation and must be handled with care. The general solution in this subsection is valid for both attitude quaternion and the attitude matrix. The attitude is assumed to be parameterized by an n × 1 vector x. That is, A = A(x). The goal is to find the optimal solution that minimizes the objective function, given by
subject to m = n − 3 equality constraints, given by
The method of Lagrange multiplier is used to solve the minimization problem. The m × 1 vector of Lagrange multipliers is denoted by
The (2n − 3) × 1 augmented state and the augmented objective function are
and
respectively. The gradient of J a with respect to x is
For x * to be a local minimizer, the necessary conditions are
Note that for the attitude quaternion and the attitude matrix, the necessary condition is a system of polynomial equations. The solutions (x * , λ * ) to the m + n equations are stationary points. They are local minimizers when the 3 × 3 Hessian matrix evaluated at them are positive definite, 10 denoted by
The Hessian matrix is three-dimensional because the attitude only has three degrees of freedom. The 3 × 3 Hessian matrix is obtained by projection of the n×n Hessian matrix defined below onto the three-dimensional constraint subspace determined by the m equality constraints.
The n × 3 matrix Q(x * ) used to perform the projection satisfies
After this matrix is obtained, the 3 × 3 Hessian matrix is given by
The projection matrix is not unique, however. As a result, the 3 × 3 Hessian matrix is not unique, either. Any two of these 3 × 3 Hessian matrices are related by a coordinate transformation. The outline of the solution is as follows:
1. Find all the stationary points, that is, all the solutions to Eq. (46) 2. Find the global minimizer from the stationary points that minimizes J(x)
3. Find the local minimizers whose Hessian matrices (computed using Eq. (50)) are positive definite
The solution differs from gradient-based solutions in that it is guaranteed to find the global minimum. The first step is the most important and only nontrivial step. The homotopy continuation method is used to find all the solutions to Eq. (46), which are 2n − 3 equations of 2n − 3 unknowns. In particular, a numerical tool called Hom4PS 2.0 is chosen for its high speed. 13 Note that the homotopy continuation based tools can only find all the complex solutions of Eq. (46). After the complex solutions are obtained, post-processing is used to retain only real solutions.
B. Quaternion Based Solution
In the quaternion based solution, the attitude matrix is parameterized by the attitude quaternion. The state is chosen as
The quaternion is subject to one equality constraint, given by
and the gradient of the constraint is ∂c(q) ∂q = q
Only one Lagrange multiplier is needed and the 5 × 1 augmented state is given by
The main tasks of the derivation is to find the partials used to compute the gradient and Hessian matrix.
To compute the gradient, the following relations are used:
Note that ∂A/∂q i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are based on Eq. (16). The gradient, which is cubic in q, is then given by
So, the necessary condition for (q * , λ * ) to be a local minimizer is
The Q matrix corresponding to the quaternion constraint is
It can be verified that
To compute the 3 × 3 Hessian matrix, we still need
No simple expression for ∂g(q,λ) ∂q T exits. However, it is straightforward to derive it from Eq. (58) using a numerical or symbolic method. Finally, the 3 × 3 Hessian matrix, which is quadratic in q, is given by
C. Attitude Matrix Based Solution
This solution solves for the elements of the attitude matrix directly. First, the following quantities are defined: 
The attitude matrix has six constraints, given by
which is equivalent to A T A − I 3×3 . So we need six Lagrange multipliers, given by
The 15 × 1 augmented state and the augmented objective function are
respectively. To find the gradient, the objective function is first rewritten as 
So, the necessary condition in matrix form is
The equivalent vector form of the necessary condition is
where K can be easily derived by comparing Eqs. (74a) and (75a). Note that K does not depend on the elements of A. The necessary condition means
and thereforeH
It can be shown that the gradients of the six equality constraints are
A projection matrix corresponding to G c (a) is
Finally, the 3 × 3 Hessian matrix is
IV. Simulation Results
A Wahba problem and a GPS attitude determination problem are solved using HOM4PS 2.0 and the results are shown in this section. HOM4PS 2.0 is released as an executable, which loads the polynomial system by reading an input data file and saves the solutions to an output data files. Two MATLAB programs are written to prepare the input data file and process the output data file. All the programs are executed on a Macintosh computer with a 3 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor. The execution time of HOM4PS 2.0 for the Wahba problem is less than 0.5 seconds and that for the GPS problem is less than 1 second.
A. Wahba Problem
Since closed-form solutions to the Wahba problem exist, the purpose of this example is mainly to verify the proposed method. The true attitude quaternion is randomly chosen as The numerical result shows that Eq. (58) has eight solutions but only four distinct quaternion solutions. Two solutions are considered identical if one is q and the other is −q. The solutions are listed in the first column of Table 1 . The second column gives the values of the objective function, and the last column gives the attitude errors in degrees. The attitude error is defined as the minimum angle of rotation from the estimated attitude to the true attitude, which is the angle of rotation about the principal axis of rotation. The maximum possible attitude error is 180 degrees. The four quaternion solutions are identical to the four eigenvectors of the K matrix up to the sign. From the objective function, the first solution is the global minimizer.
The Hessian matrix for the first solution is 
It can be verified that the matrix is positive definite. In fact, of the four Hessian matrices, this is the only one that is positive definite. The Hessian matrix of the fourth solution is negative definite, which means that that solution is the local maximizer (also the global maximizer). So, the Wahba problem has one local minimizer and one local maximizer. Finally, it is worthy of mentioning that the above Hessian matrix is identical to a known result, given by
where λ max is the maximum eigenvalue of K and q max is the eigenvector corresponding to λ max , and the projection matrix is 
B. GPS Attitude Determination
Two cases are tested. Case 1 uses three baselines and two GPS sightlines, with two baselines almost parallel to each other.
7 Case 2 uses two baselines and two GPS sightlines and its attitude solution is known to have ambiguity. The configurations are far from optimal, but the purpose is to test the algorithms rather than find the best configurations.
As the solutions of the Wahba problem, the quaternion solutions appear in pairs, each pair corresponding to one attitude. That is observed in all quaternion based solutions. The number of distinct solutions varies from run to run. The observed numbers of distinct solutions are 8, 10 and 12. With the baselines (b d i ) and the GPS sightlines (r d i ) fixed, the number heavily depends on the attitude, but no simple rule of the number of solutions is found. Regardless of the number of distinct quaternion solutions, there are always two solutions whose 3 × 3 Hessian matrices are positive definite and two solutions whose 3 × 3 Hessian matrices are negative definite. That is, there are always two local minimizers and two local maximizers. In the ensuing, typical individual results of the two cases are given.
Case 1
The randomly chosen quaternion is 
The separation of the first and third baselines is approximately 8 degrees. Twelve solutions (stationary points) are found in this run, summarized in Table 2 . The first two solutions are the local minimizers. One differs from the true attitude by less than 0.1 degrees; the other differs from the true attitude by almost 120 degrees. Their Hessian matrices are 
respectively. It can be verified that they are positive definite.
Case 2
In Case 2, the third baseline is removed and a different true attitude is used. All the other conditions remain unchanged. The data are shown below and the result of the 12 solutions (stationary points) in this sun is summarized in Table 3 . The first two solutions are the local minimizers. They correspond to two attitudes that are more than 100 degrees away from each other but yield the same value of the objective function, 0.000005909177458. This clearly shows the ambiguity of the two-baseline/two-sightline case.
V. Conclusions
A novel numerical method was presented for solving the minimization problem in attitude estimation. Based on the homotopy continuation method, which is used to find all the stationary points of the minimization problem, it is guaranteed to find the globally optimal solution to the minimization problem. The homotopy continuation method is suited to attitude estimation, which leads to a small-scale system of polynomial equations to solve. The method also helps to understand the properties of the GPS attitude determination problem. The numerical results show that the GPS attitude determination problem has two local minimizers and as many as 12 additional stationary points (including the two local minimizers).
